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Every operator in this telephone exchange must speak four languages!

Each operator in San Francisco's Chinatown telephone exchange must speak English plus at least three of the five Chinese dialects—Sum Yup, Soy Yup, Hong Sow, Goong Gang and Aw Dock—in order to handle calls. For the average anglophone, speaking a single Chinese tongue is challenging enough. To speak four languages is well on the way to the impossible.

Since there is no Chinese alphabet, the 36 page directory, being 2200 subscribers, can't be printed in the usual way. It is handwritten—then reproduced by engraving and printing processes. Subscribers are listed under one of their names alphabetically. And operators must almost know the book by heart, for the Chinese seldom call by number—but by name.

There is a Bell System exchange that in many ways is unique. But it is just like thousands of others in giving good service to telephone users.
Sergeant Hunt Demonstrates
That Football Aid Grades

"All you well-borns are so en-
ticed to go through the brainwashing
and drugging so enjoyless out of life-
feast in college that I am afraid you
should take time out from studies to
go out for some sports. Go out, every 
man, get in some fun and iavor the
cozwible out of your brains." This
was Sergeant George C. Hunt's
advice to the members of last year's football
team, the rooks. Hunt is not
wrong, either, because his other year's
comparative results, published in
this paper, takes an average of who plays sports stand above
average.

Football Team Good Example

This year's football team is in a per-
fected force, starting out with the
three quarter backs and the fullback
aided by the institution, the boys mas-
terfully, fully successfully, mainly
through hard work. Yet out of the twenty-six
men who played on the team, he managed to make the
team's Doctor's List as announced above.

Tournament To Be Held Next Week

Twenty-five fellows have already
signed up for the annual Spring
Tourney, which will be held on.

The line up against Tufts on Satur-
day afternoon at 3:30 here will be
Cantin, catcher; Beaupre and
Dine.

Bowl Squads

Vose Cup Division, Hayden

Competition

With the announcement of awards for
the best season and the election of
the лучших, the bowl team closed its activities for
the year at a luncheon last Wednesday
before the varsity. Cantin, elected captain for the
1942-1943 year, stated Ed Beaupre, who is both the

Vose Cup competition, the Hay-

Ball Team Faces Jumbo in Season Opener

"Having harbored the spring season
in our hearts for the past couple of
weeks, the bowl squad, Technically in
excellence, is in excellent form and we
expect to do a little best this April.

Other officers elected for the coming season are: Carroll L.
Guthrie, president; Russell L. Felter, vice-presi-
dent and George D. Post, secretary.

The remainder of the squad which
will be used in a relief role are:
Joshua W. Brod, Robert W. Maxwell, '43;


Freemantle, Straw, '40, Frank H. \materialize and approved in the

The annual cup was donated to foster
variation player; he was a member of
varsity Stouse promises to be a
future star.
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Sharp Decline In Number Of Voters 

Is Revealed By Elections Committee

Class Elections

(Continued from Page 1)

Tally F. Walkington was elected out of the eight men who were nominated. Voting for Instructable Committee representatives under Ernest P. Jutis and Robert R. McRill would be for the underwriting governing body. The other nominees were Carlie Seals and John J. Tuttle. The candidates would be selected in an advisory capacity. They would be able to review the simpler swimming techniques. The class elections would be held in Walker Memorial, the 6:15 Club and the fraternity groups would be held by the committee appointed from each of these groups.

Elected by fraternity representatives, Malcolm R. Anderson, '47, Chairman, Ed W. Morton, '47, and Donald R. Danforth, '47, would work on the fraternity elections which would be held at the various fraternity houses. Harvey I. Krout, '42, Chairman, Robert R. McRill, '47, and Peter J. Dunne, '42, who were appointed by the Dormitory Board have secured Dr. Charles Butler, chaplain of Shaker Institute to speak before the dormitory men after the dinner at which the Class of 1942 will be held in Walker Memorial.

The 6:15 Club committee, composed of Robert W. Jernigan, '42, Chairman, Fred Orleans, '42, and Walter Thibodeau, '47, has elected a speaker, but has not announced his name.

BOSTONIAN and MANSFIELD

BOSTONIANS $7.85

MANSFIELD $5.50

Other Sport Shoes $3.85

TECHNOLOGY STORE

DIVIDEND TO MEMBERS

American's Most Distinguished Beer

Beelover throughout the world have made Schlitz their choice with good reason. For among fine beers Schlitz is outstanding because of its absolute uniformity...unwavering quality. That famous Schlitz flavor that among fine beers Schlitz is outstanding because of its absolute uniformity...unwavering quality. That famous Schlitz flavor that